Appendix 66 to

THE HISTORY OF CHEHAW COUNCIL
Land Grant, Grant Plat and Early Deeds of Camp Shehaw

The Land Grant issued to John Mathis for Land Lot 123 of the 27th Land District of the 1st
Section of Lee (now Sumter) County, Georgia. (The poor scan quality and the gaps are from the microfilm)
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Mr. Mathis won on his extra draw awarded to honorably discharged veterans of the
Revolutionary War. The below enlargements show the first use of this name on the Grant
followed by “Rev Sol” indicating that he won on the soldier’s draw. The bottom enlargement
shows only his name followed only by “his”. “His” had to be written in as it could have been
“her” as women were given draws as well.

The hand written text reads
“John Mathis, Rev Sol of Jordan’s District Washington County his”

The hand written text reads
“John Mathis his”
The Grant is signed December 12, 1829, fully 2 years after the he won the property. Each Land
Grant was preprinted but was completed by hand and was accompanied by a hand drawn full
page size plat of the Land Lot won. Each was then signed by the Governor and tied with a
ribbon, the ends of which were sealed with a leather and wax seal pressed with the State of
Georgia seal. In some of the Land Lotteries as many as 44,000 grants were issued and many
winners waited over 5 years to receive the actual signed Land Grant before they could then sell
the land.
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The creek entering from the top west is the Muckalee Creek. The creek entering from the top
right is labeled Muckaloochee Creek (k/n/a Parker’s Mill Creek) which now feeds and flows
through Lake Collins. According to the plat they merge in a swamp on the south end of the
land lot. The other words around the border correspond to the dots on the border and represent
the type of tree into which the surveyor blazed the line.
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